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A simple transmission electron microscope !TEM" suitable for lecture demonstrations is described.
In this TEM electrons are created in a glow discharge between two parallel electrodes in air at a
reduced pressure. The electrons are collimated by a small hole in the anode, focused by a solenoid
that acts as an electromagnetic lens, and imaged on a thin layer of phosphor deposited inside an
Erlenmeyer flask. An image of a biological sample placed between the source and the lens can be
magnified about 20 times. The microscope uses inexpensive components that can be quickly
assembled during a demonstration. The TEM provides a visual and memorable display that
highlights phenomena such as mean-free-path, charged particle optics, electrical discharges, and
cathodoluminescence. © 2006 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transmission electron microscope !TEM" has become
an ubiquitous and powerful tool in science and technology.
Since the pioneering work of Ruska in 1931,1 continual ad-
vances have led to the modern electron microscope with a
usable magnification greater than 106 and a resolution below
1 Å.2 In this paper we discuss a simple TEM that can be used
to demonstrate the physical principles that underlie the op-
eration of modern electron microscopes. The TEM can be
assembled during a demonstration from inexpensive compo-
nents and used to image a biological sample with a magnifi-
cation of 20!. The production of electrons in a glow dis-
charge, their mean-free-path in a vacuum, their helical
trajectory along magnetic field lines, and their excitation of
P1 phosphor !powdered willemite, a mineral commonly used
to produce the green color in an oscilloscope display" are
dramatically demonstrated. The components of a simple
TEM appeared as Fig. 15 in Ref. 3. In this paper we present
a description of a complete apparatus and demonstrate its
operation !see Fig. 1".

II. THE ELECTRON SOURCE

The source of electrons is a glow discharge in air at low
pressure. The discharge is contained in a 25 cm long glass
tube with an outside diameter of 32 mm. Rubber stoppers at
each end support the anode A at ground potential and the
cathode K !see Fig. 2". The cathode is a solid aluminum rod.
The anode is an aluminum cap containing an axial hole,
2 mm in diameter. The cap is bored to fit snugly over the end
of one of four rigid copper plumbing tubes !1/2 in. inside
diameter" soldered to a brass plumbing cross. The hole in the
cap establishes a differential pressure between the glass tube
and a vacuum pump connected to the cross. A variable leak
valve controls the pressure in the cross and therefore in the
glass tube.4 The hole in the anode cap also serves to colli-
mate the electrons that strike the anode and create the elec-
tron beam that is the source of illumination. The same source

of illumination was used in the earliest electron
microscopes.5 Current commercial electron microscopes use
thermal or field electron emission from fine wire filaments as
their illumination source because of their lower energy
spread and higher current density.

A mechanical vacuum pump is attached to the cross. When
the pump is turned on, the resistance of the AK gap is
infinite, no current flows between the anode and the cathode
and the maximum power supply voltage appears across the
gap.6 As the pressure is reduced a glow discharge ignites,
presumably initiated by a cosmic ray event or field electron
emission at the cathode surface.7 When the glow discharge is
established current flows across the AK gap and the dis-
charge undergoes characteristic changes in appearance as a
function of pressure !see Fig. 3". Striations appear in the
discharge and disappear through the anode opening. When
the striations appear, the voltage across the AK gap drops to
550 V, corresponding to a current of 3.19 mA and a gap
resistance of 172 k". When imaging conditions are reached,
the discharge is barely visible, and the mean-free-path in the
remainder of the microscope becomes long enough for elec-
trons to illuminate a thin layer of phosphor deposited on the
inside of a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask.8 After further pumping
an unmagnified focused profile image of the sample appears

Fig. 1. A simple TEM.
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on the phosphor. The leak valve is adjusted to obtain
maximum image brightness. If the pressure is too low, the
discharge is weak and the brightness decreases. If the pres-
sure is too high, the electron mean-free-path is too small and
the brightness decreases. At optimum pressure the voltage
across the AK gap increases to about 4.9 kV corresponding
to a current of 0.5 mA and a gap resistance of 9.9 M".

III. THE SAMPLE

The sample can be any conducting material. If it is not
sufficiently conducting, the image of the sample on the phos-
phor layer will change with time due to charging and will
become distorted. Biological samples are generally noncon-
ducting and must be coated with a thin layer of a conducting
material. A good biological sample is a cockroach leg or the
leg of a fly attached to a sample holder with colloidal silver
and coated with a spray dispersion of graphite in isopropyl

Fig. 4. A biological sample. A cockroach leg was attached to a brass rod
!0.5 cm in diameter" with a colloidal silver liquid and spray coated with a
graphite dispersion in isopropyl alcohol to make it conductive.

Fig. 2. The components of a simple TEM. The dimensions are to scale but are not critical. The AK gap dimension is shown for reference.

Fig. 3. A glow discharge in air. From top to bottom the pressure is reduced
until imaging conditions are satisfied. Electrons emerge as a collimated
beam through a hole in the anode !right".
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alcohol to make it conducting9,10 !see Fig. 4". After the col-
loidal silver is dry, successive coatings of the dispersion
should be applied to the sample as needed to eliminate charg-
ing. Since the electron kinetic energy is too low to com-
pletely penetrate the sample a focused profile image of its
contour is produced, similar to the focused profile image of a
metal substrate observed in Edge-Projection TEM.11 The in-
ternal structure of the sample is not imaged.

IV. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC LENS

An air core solenoid is used as an electromagnetic lens to
focus the electron beam onto the phosphor layer. The sole-
noid is wound on a plastic bobbin and encased in a soft iron
or steel housing to conduct the magnetic field and concen-
trate it on the axis, as shown in Fig. 5. The magnetic flux,
which the housing delivers to one end of the solenoid, re-
turns to the other end of the solenoid through the open core,
thus completing the magnetic circuit. The magnetic field has
a radial component at each end of the solenoid where the
magnetic flux bends to go from outside to inside the solenoid
or vice-versa. When an electron enters the solenoid, the ra-
dial component of the field causes the electron to acquire a

rotational velocity around the axis !clockwise or counter-
clockwise depending on the polarity of this end of the sole-
noid". In either case the interaction of the electron with the
axial magnetic field inside the solenoid causes the electron to
experience a radial focusing force. As the electron leaves the
solenoid, its rotational velocity is removed by the radial
magnetic field at the exit, but the electron retains its radial
velocity and the angular displacement acquired in the sole-
noid.

V. THE IMAGING PROCEDURE

The imaging procedure is straightforward: !1" Turn on the
mechanical vacuum pump and the high voltage power sup-
ply. !2" Close the leak valve. !3" Examine the discharge until
the striations disappear. !4" When an image appears on the
phosphor layer, adjust the leak valve to maximize its bright-
ness as shown in Fig. 6. !5" Adjust the solenoid power supply

Fig. 6. An unmagnified image. The leak valve is adjusted for maximum
image brightness. Fig. 7. A focused electron beam. About 0.5 A is applied to the electron lens.

Fig. 5. The electron lens. An air core solenoid, wound on a plastic bobbin is encased in a soft iron or steel housing !not shown" to conduct the magnetic field
and concentrate it on the axis. About 3.2 V at 1 A produces a field of 8 G on the axis.
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until focus is achieved as shown in Fig. 7. !6" Adjust the
solenoid power supply to magnify the image as shown in
Figs. 8 and 9.
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Fig. 8. Cockroach leg magnified about 10! !0.8 A applied to the electron
lens".

Fig. 9. Cockroach leg magnified about 20! !1.0 A applied to the electron
lens".
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